Hepatic specification of the gut endoderm in vitro: cell signaling and transcriptional control.
We have studied the initial development of pluripotent gut endoderm to hepatocytes using a tissue explant system from mouse embryos. We not only find cellular interactions that specify hepatic differentiation but also those that block hepatogenesis in regions of the endoderm that normally give rise to other tissues. The results implicate both positive and negative signaling in early hepatic specification. In vivo footprinting of the albumin enhancer in precursor gut endoderm shows that the transcriptionally silent but potentially active chromatin is characterized by occupancy of an HNF-3 site. Upon hepatic specification, a host of other factors bind nearby sites as the gene becomes active. Genes in pluripotent cells therefore may be marked for potential expression by entry points in chromatin, where additional factors bind during cell type specification. The findings also provide insight into the evolutionary origin of different endodermal cell types.